Introduction
============

Precision medicine involves tailoring medical decision-making to genomic individuality in the context of an individual's unique environment/lifestyle.^[@bib1]^ Early examples of successful application of precision medicine include cancer, where sequencing of the patient and tumor genomes can identify specific targets for therapeutic decisions,^[@bib2]^ and rare diseases, where sequencing can lead to the rapid discovery of causative mutations and correct diagnosis in a time-critical clinical setting.^[@bib3]^ For the latter, although the cost of sequencing an individual's genome has declined rapidly in the past 1.5 decades, there are still considerable challenges for genome interpretation, such as important variants being missed owing to low coverage or incorrect calls, and the emerging challenge of interpreting a growing number of variants of unknown significance in each human genome. With more than three million single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) identified per human genome sequenced, the majority of these variants cannot be immediately linked to a known phenotype, and the putative impact of variants must therefore be inferred computationally using algorithms that harness comparative genomics and available experimental data.^[@bib4; @bib5; @bib6]^ Thus, precision medicine in the near term stands to benefit greatly from both increased accuracy in variant calling and improved interpretability when the aim is to identify variants of relevance to one or more phenotypic manifestations within an individual, family of related individuals, or population.

Reference bias is a known issue in human genome resequencing for variant detection,^[@bib7]^ and modifications to the reference can improve calling accuracy and interpretability.^[@bib8]^ Relevant to the issue of variant calling accuracy, a reference that more closely matches the ancestry of the genome(s) being aligned is expected to reduce mismatches during alignment and lead to more accurate genotypes.^[@bib8]^ Applicable to the issue of interpretability of variants for rare diseases is the observation that a variant's prevalence is inversely proportional to the variant's deleterious impact on cellular function (and by extension, evolutionary fitness), with the most severely deleterious variants being the rarest because of purifying selection.^[@bib9]^ On the basis of this principle, the American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) recommends excluding any allele above 5% prevalence from consideration as pathogenic.^[@bib10]^ Given that allele frequency is a population-dependent property (e.g., an allele that is rare in one population may be common in another), relying entirely on the standard reference genome (GRCh37) or allele frequency in ethnically mismatched populations (even if a large sample of individual genomes has been sequenced) may produce incorrect assessments of the pathogenicity of a specific allele in an under-studied population.

One approach to improving both variant calling accuracy and interpretability of an individual's genome is to incorporate variant prevalence information early on in the genome-interpretation process by modifying the reference genome, such that variants discovered in the genome are the minor allele in the population.^[@bib8]^ This modification to the reference results in a streamlined analysis workflow, as fewer variants need to be interpreted. In this context, it should be of value to produce a separate major allele reference genome for each distinct ancestral population or regional meta-population, particularly in cases when the genomic variation in these populations has not been well sampled in public databases.

The region of the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) is an example of such an under-studied meta-population where the rising adoption of precision medicine could benefit greatly from a specific major allele reference genome. In particular, this region is characterized by a high prevalence of consanguineous marriage and elevated incidence of certain Mendelian disorders, and thus is a region where numerous disease studies are faced with the problem of too many potential disease variants per sequencing experiment.^[@bib11]^ Such a region would undoubtedly benefit from allele frequency databases of ethnically matched controls. In addition, given the diversity of the region, many variants called in the population relative to the current reference genome may in fact be the major allele in the population, and eliminating these from being called would lead to a more efficient analysis.

To produce a first version of a reference genome tailored to the region, we sampled and sequenced genomes from Qataris, an indigenous population located near the center of the MENA region. The current population of the nation of Qatar includes more than 1.7 million expatriates primarily from MENA and South Asia who have arrived in recent decades^[@bib12]^ and \~300,000 Qataris of indigenous ancestry who arrived in prior waves of migration. At the genome level, the ethnic Qataris represent a population with a mixture of Bedouin/Arab (Q1), Persian/South Asian (Q2) and African (Q3) ancestry.^[@bib13],[@bib14]^ In particular, the Bedouin/Arab (Q1) subpopulation, with deepest ancestral roots in the Peninsula, continue to practice within-tribe marriage that has led to a high level of homozygosity compared with other populations worldwide.^[@bib14],[@bib15]^

In order to demonstrate the value of a reference genome tailored to an indigenous population in the MENA region, we have constructed a Qatari Genome (QTRG) where the reference bases are 'flipped' to the Qatari major allele. The value and utility of QTRG with respect to the standard reference (GRCh37) was evaluated in several ways on genomes not used to construct the QTRG. In the field of population genomics, the term 'n+1 genome' refers to the 'next' genome sequenced after a large-scale sequencing effort of n genomes, such as the 1000 Genomes Project. A major question in population genomics is 'what is the benefit of having a database of n sequenced genomes when sequencing a single genome not in the database?,' where the single genome is referred to as the 'n+1' genome. In this study, the value of the database of more than 1,000 sequenced Qatari genomes and exomes is demonstrated, including analysis of more than *n*=15 genomes and *n*=16 exomes from diverse ancestries. Improvements in mapped read depth were observed, and the subsequent improvement in variant sensitivity was measured. A catalog of known pathogenic variants in Qatar was compiled, with variant coordinates in both the standard (GRCh37) and modified (QTRG) reference.

Methods
=======

Human subjects were recruited and written informed consent was obtained at Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC) and HMC Primary Health Care Centers in Doha, Qatar under protocols approved by the Institutional Review Boards of Hamad Medical Corporation and Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar. Briefly, a total of 1,376 subjects were recruited for genome (*n*=108) or exome (*n*=1,268) sequencing, including a set of 31 sequenced by both methods for validation purposes. All samples were sequenced using Illumina (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) paired-end sequencing technology. The exome sequencing included target enrichment using either the Agilent (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) SureSelect Human All Exon 38 Mb (*n*=67) (referred to as Exome38 Mb) and Agilent SureSelect Human All Exon 51 Mb (*n*=1,201) platforms (referred to as Exome51 Mb). Subjects included both third-generation Qataris (*n*=1,161) and non-Qatari residents of Qatar (*n*=215), from the general MENA region or South Asia. Genotypes were generated using the GATK Best Practices workflow.^[@bib16]^ One Qatari female was sequenced on all three platforms, as well as a fourth platform (Illumina HiSeq X), and was used for calibration of batch-specific filters for data integration. In order to minimize batch-specific variants, a range of batch-specific filters were evaluated on genomic intervals in the intersection of the four platforms, and the optimal minimum depth and minimum allele count filters were selected, such that the novel SNP rate was consistent across batches within genomic intervals covered by the four platforms (0.73% novel SNPs), resulting in under 5% batch-specific variants in the quadruple-sequenced Qatari. The filters were confirmed to not be overly stringent by assessing the number of coding variants (and novel %) across a range of depths in the quadruple-sequenced Qatari, and comparing the before/after filtering total variants and novel SNP rates both across platforms and with published reports of a similar analysis.^[@bib17]^ After application of batch-specific filters, the SNP data from the three platforms were integrated using GATK. Using the calls of sites covered in the three batches for the *n*=1,376 individuals, population structure analysis was conducted in combination with 1000 Genomes Phase 3^[@bib18]^ and the Human Origins dataset^[@bib19]^ using ADMIXTURE.^[@bib20]^ Each individual was assigned to one of the 12 ancestral population clusters based on their dominant ancestry, and the validity of the clustering was confirmed using principal component (PC) analysis.^[@bib21]^ Relatedness analysis was conducted using KING,^[@bib22]^ and first and second degree relatives assessed using a liberal cutoff (to assure an unrelated sample) were excluded. Using the remaining 1,005 unrelated Qataris, including 917 exomes and 88 genomes, allele frequencies at SNPs was calculated. In addition, indels were called in the 88 genomes using the CASAVA^[@bib23]^ pipeline and an assessment of size and allele frequency of these variants was also conducted.

In order to facilitate genome interpretation for precision medicine in Qatar, major allele SNPs and indels were identified, and the GRCh37 reference genome was modified at these sites to produce the Qatar Genome (QTRG). At each site in QTRG, the major allele in Qatar is the reference allele in the sample of *n*=1,005 unrelated Qataris. Three versions of the QTRG were produced, including versions incorporating major allele SNPs (QTRG1), major allele indels (QTRG2), and major allele SNPs and indels (QTRG3).

In order to select an optimal reference for analysis of n+1 genomes and exomes, the three references were compared in terms of mapped read depth. Genome sequence data from the quadruple-sequenced Qatari were mapped to the four references (GRCh37, QTRG1, QTRG2 and QTRG3) using BWA,^[@bib24]^ and the depth of coverage was calculated using GATK for all sites and for modified sites. The resulting depth was compared across platforms, and the reference with the deepest resulting coverage was selected for further analysis. Further inspection of the value of the reference for variant detection was assessed by producing variant calls using GATK Best Practices twice, with the only change being the reference genome used. This comparison was conducted for the quadruple-sequenced Qatari, a Qatari family of *n*=15 genomes of Persian ancestry, and a diverse panel of *n*=16 Qatari exomes. The number of variants identified was compared across references. In order to assess the impact beyond modified variants, the expected reduction in variants (based on the number of modified variants in the individual) and the observed reduction in variants was compared.

An obstacle to using a QTRG is that the genomic coordinates of known variants and genes are shifted after inclusion of major alternate allele (MAA) indels. Conversion of coordinates between references is conducted using a 'liftover,' where the GRCh37 and QTRG chromosomes are aligned using ProgressiveCactus,^[@bib25]^ and a liftover for known gene and variant positions from GRCh37 to QTRG is conducted using HalTools.^[@bib26]^ This conversion was conducted for variants functionally annotated to have a known link to disease and are high priority for future studies of Mendelian disease in Qatar. Through a combination of automated and manual curation following the most recent ACMG guidelines for next-generation sequencing interpretation,^[@bib10]^ liftover annotation of *n*=128 pathogenic variants was conducted. For further methodologic details, see [Supplementary Methods](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Results
=======

Data integration
----------------

In order to build a reference genome for precision medicine applications in Qatar and the greater MENA region where major allele variants are incorporated into the reference sequence, *n*=1,161 Qatari and *n*=215 non-Qatari living in Qatar were sequenced on the Illumina platform in three batches (*n*=108 genome, *n*=67 Exome37 Mb and *n*=1,201 Exome51 Mb) to 38\* genome depth and 70\* exome depth. Genotypes were generated for each batch using the GATK Best Practices workflow,^[@bib16],[@bib27]^ and combined into a single variant call set after application of batch-specific filters (see [Supplementary Figure S1](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for workflow overview). In the integrated call set, the novel SNP rate was assessed for genomic intervals covered in all samples, a per-sample mean of 0.73% in the genome batch and 0.72% in both exome batches ([Supplementary Table SI](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The platform-specific filters evaluated included minimum depth (ranging from 2\* to 20\*) and minimum allele count (ranging from 1 to 6). Increasing minimum depth, but not increasing minimum allele count, had an effect of increasing the median depth of exome sequencing ([Supplementary Figure S2A](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and decreasing the total number of variant sites observed in exome sequencing ([Supplementary Figure S2B](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), while neither filter had major impact on the genome sequencing median depth nor total variant sites. A minimum depth and minimum allele count was applied to the two batches of exome sequence data (Exome38 Mb, *n*=67 and Exome51 Mb, *n*=1201) such that the novel SNP rate was the same or lower than the genome rate for 12\* minimum depth and minimum allele count 1. At this threshold, the Exome38 Mb filter was minimum 12\* depth (minimum allele count 1), and the Exome51 Mb filter was minimum 10\* depth (minimum allele count 2) (black line in [Supplementary Figure S2C](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Using a quadruple-sequenced female Qatari as a benchmark, the number of batch-specific variants was assessed for all variants and for novel variants before and after application of the batch-specific filters ([Supplementary Figure S3](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All four datasets were analyzed using the same pipeline, and a comparison was conducted on CCDS coding intervals covered in all four platforms (within the Exome38 Mb target intervals). Before filtering, the rate of batch-specific variants in the full call set was 10.1% ([Supplementary Figure S3A](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and an excess of batch-specific novel variants (82.6%, [Supplementary Figure S3B](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was observed. After filtering, the batch-specific variant rate was reduced to 4.9% ([Supplementary Figure S3C](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and the rate of batch-specific novel variants was considerably reduced (16.8%; [Supplementary Figure S3D](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The impact of the filters on variant sensitivity and novel SNP rate was assessed across a range of mean depth for the four platforms ([Supplementary Figure S4](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Variant sensitivity increases with additional depth, however, sensitivity reaches a plateau after 25\* depth for genome sequencing and 65\* depth for exome sequencing ([Supplementary Figure S4A](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Application of batch-specific filters reduced the sensitivity of exome sequencing to a greater extent than genome sequencing ([Supplementary Figure S4B](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In terms of novel SNPs, a linear increase in novel variant rate was observed with increasing depth across platforms, with the exception of the HiSeq 2500 genome, which reaches a plateau under 1% ([Supplementary Figure S4C](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After filtering of the Exome38 Mb and Exome51 Mb data, a similar plateau effect was observed for exome data ([Supplementary Figure S4D](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The filters were verified to not be overly stringent, based on the total variants per genome or exome in coding regions being in the range of prior studies.^[@bib17]^

Ancestry analysis
-----------------

Prior studies of the Qatari population have characterized it as a diverse population with influences of Arab, Bedouin, Persian, South Asian and African ancestry.^[@bib28]^ In order to characterize the ancestry of our sample, the *n*=1,161 Qataris (*n*=108 genomes, *n*=1,053 exomes) were compared with *n*=215 non-Qataris living in Qatar and sampled by exome sequencing in this study, as well as public databases of diverse genomes, including the 1000 Genomes Project^[@bib18],[@bib29]^ and the Human Origins data (described in [Supplementary Table SII](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using the parameter K=12 (12 ancestral populations) that was inferred to be optimal in a prior study,^[@bib28]^ the ancestral population structure of the combined sample of *n*=5,661 genomes was analyzed using ADMIXTURE on a set of *n*=2,265 SNPs segregating in all four datasets (Qataris, non-Qataris sampled in Qatar, 1000 Genomes, Human Origins, [Supplementary Table SII](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The proportion of 12 ancestries was determined for each individual, and individuals were assigned to a cluster based on the dominant ancestral population in their genome ([Supplementary Figure S5A](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Table SIII](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The Qataris were assigned to seven clusters, determined to be of European (K=1, *n*=5 Qataris), South Asian (K=4, *n*=82 Qataris), Bedouin (K=5, *n*=566 Qataris), African Pygmy (K=6, *N*=1 Qatari), Bedouin (K=8, *n*=236 Qataris), Persian (K=9, *N*=194 Qataris) and Sub-Saharan Africa (K=10, *n*=77 Qataris) ([Supplementary Table SIII](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Figure S5B](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using a color-coding scheme based on the 12 ancestral clusters ([Supplementary Table SIII](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), a principal component (PC) analysis was conducted for the combined set of *n*=5,661 samples. Clearly, separation of African and non-African clusters were observed when plotting PC1 versus PC2 ([Supplementary Figure S6A](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and resolution of European, Asian and Middle Eastern clusters was observed when plotting PC2 versus PC3 ([Supplementary Figure S6B](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Relatedness analysis
--------------------

The Qataris and non-Qataris sampled in this study included a mixture of samples from studies of rare and common diseases, including both families affected with Mendelian disorders and a randomly sampled group of presumably unrelated type 2 diabetics and controls. Given the within-family sampling and the known high rate of consanguineous marriage in Qatar,^[@bib30]^ we sought to exclude relatives prior to estimation of variant allele frequency in the general Qatari population. For this purpose, an analysis of relatedness was conducted on the *n*=1,376 individuals sequenced in this study, using SNP variants in genomic intervals covered in the intersection of the three batches (within Exome38 Mb target intervals). Using an LD-pruned set of *n*=381,028 SNPs, the relatedness was calculated across all pairs of individuals. A total of *n*=736 relationships were observed, including *n*=239 first degree relationships, *n*=71 second degree relationships and *n*=526 third degree relationships ([Supplementary Table SIV](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The relationships were plotted using Cytoscape,^[@bib31]^ color-coded by inferred ancestry and the majority of relationships were between individuals of the same ancestry. The largest pedigrees recovered were of Middle Eastern (Bedouin, Arab, Persian) ancestry, confirming theories of deep population structure among Qataris and within-tribe intermarriage ([Supplementary Figure S7](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After exclusion of first degree and second degree relatives, a total of *n*=1,005 Qataris remained in the analysis, including *n*=88 genomes and *n*=917 exomes (*n*=64 Exome38 Mb and *n*=853 Exome51 Mb).

Variant discovery in Qatar
--------------------------

The individual variants observed in 1,005 Qataris were aggregated and their allele frequency was quantified. After exclusion of relatives and application of batch-specific filters, an average of 4,045,064 SNPs were observed per genome (*n*=88), an average of 15,382 SNPs were observed per Exome51 Mb (*n*=853) and an average of 13,538 SNPs were observed per Exome38 Mb (*n*=64). The novel SNP rate was higher in the genome (1.99%) than in the exome, with a slightly higher rate in the Exome51 Mb (0.99%) than in the Exome38 Mb (0.67%) samples. This trend is consistent with higher degree of selection on protein coding genes as compared with non-coding DNA, and the inclusion of transcripts that do not code for protein in the Exome51 Mb targets. The rate of novel variants was higher in ChrX, ChrY and MtDNA for the genome data, possibly owing to a bias toward autosomal data in dbSNP ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The SNP data were aggregated across platforms, resulting in a total of 20,937,965 SNPs, of which 14.21% were not previously observed in dbSNP (as of build 146) ([Supplementary Table SI](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A call set of short indel variants (\<300 bp) was generated for the 88 unrelated Qatari genomes using the CASAVA pipeline, identifying a total of 5,452,613 variants, of which 58.37% were novel.

Construction of the Qatar genome
--------------------------------

The allele frequency was quantified for each SNP, and a total of 1,931,122 (9.22%) of the SNPs were present in more than half the Qatari alleles sampled, and hence are candidates for modification in the Qatar Genome ([Supplementary Table SV](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, while prior studies of ancestry-specific reference genomes have incorporated major allele SNP variants, the inclusion of MAA indel variants has not previously been explored. In order to explore the value of incorporating indels into the reference, 1,882,405 MAA indel variants (34.52%) were identified ([Supplementary Table SV](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Three versions of the Qatar Genome were constructed, where MAAs were modified. The first version (QTRG1) includes modification of MAA SNPs, the second version (QTRG2) includes modification of MAA indels, and the third version (QTRG3) includes modification of MAA SNPs and indels.

Selection of an optimal reference for read mapping
--------------------------------------------------

In order to determine which reference produces the greatest improvement in terms of mapped read depth, the genome of the quadruple-sequenced Qatari was mapped to the four reference genomes, including the unmodified reference (GRCh37) and the Qatari references including modifications at MAA SNPs (QTRG1), indels (QTRG2), and both SNPs and indels (QTRG3). An improvement in mapped read depth was observed for all Qatari references, with the greatest improvement (10%) at modified sites when using QTRG3 ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A modest improvement in mapped read depth was observed overall, with the benefits extending beyond modified sites ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Impact of using Qatar genome on variant sensitivity
---------------------------------------------------

Increased mapped read depth results in increased sensitivity for variant detection ([Supplementary Figure S4A](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In order to assess the benefit of improved mapped read depth using QTRG3 on variant sensitivity, GATK Best Practices analysis was conducted twice, with the only difference between iterations being the reference used (GRCh37 versus QTRG3). This analysis was conducted for the quadruple-sequenced Qatari, for a 15-member family of Qataris of K=9 Persian ancestry, and a diverse panel of *n*=16 Qatari exomes.

In order to quantify the impact of using GRCh37 versus QTRG3 as a reference on the quality of variant genotypes, a single Qatari was quadruple-sequenced (2 exomes and 2 genomes) and mapped to both references. After the analysis was completed, a total of *n*=8 callsets were produced and compared. The focus of the analysis was sites covered with at least 12\* depth in all four platforms. Within these intervals, no discordant genotypes were observed within the four GRCh37 calls nor within the QTRG3 calls. The coverage depth was 1\* to 2\* higher at variant sites in the genomes, while coverage depth was 4\* to 6\* lower at variant sites in the exomes ([Supplementary Table SVI](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A 10.3% reduction of variants was observed, lower than expected given that 42.28% of the GRCh37 variants are MAAs incorporated into the reference.

In order to quantify the impact of using GRCh37 versus QTRG3 on sensitivity for variants beyond those modified in the reference, Illumina paired-end 100 bp genome sequencing reads for *n*=15 Qataris from a family of Persian ancestry were mapped to both GRCh37 and QTRG3. An average of 23% (7\*) depth improvement was observed when using QTRG3 ([Supplementary Table SVII](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The number of variants observed per genome was reduced on average by *n*=756,671 (16%), however, this was on average 25% lower than expected, based on an average of 41% modified sites in each genome ([Supplementary Table SVII](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Given the diversity of the Qatari population, use of QTRG may not provide the same benefit for all ancestries. In order to quantify ancestry-specific differences in depth and variant sensitivity, genome analysis using both GRCh37 and QTRG3 was conducted for a diverse panel of *n*=16 Qatari exomes. In contrast to the genome, across all ancestries, a reduction of variants (up to 76%) was observed to be in excess of the expected (up to 42%, based on modified sites). A significant difference in the reduction was observed between Qataris of Sub-Saharan African ancestry and Qataris of Bedouin or Arab ancestry (one-tailed *t*-test *P* value\<0.01) ([Supplementary Table SVIII](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Liftover of Mendelian disease variants in Qataris
-------------------------------------------------

A major challenge for use of QTRG3 that incorporates MAA SNPs and indels is the migration of variant positions due to indels. The position of known variants and of genes is different in QTRG3 than in GRCh37. Hence, a major obstacle to use of QTRG3 in precision medicine studies is the lack of genome interpretation databases on QTRG3 coordinates. A similar issue arises in genomics when a novel assembly of the human reference genome is produced, the translation of coordinates from one assembly to another^[@bib26]^ is known as a 'liftover.' There is an established method to accomplish this task, involving pairwise sequence alignment of pairs of chromosomes, such as GRCh37 Chr20 and QTRG3 Chr20, and then using the alignment, the coordinates for a list of sites on GRCh37 Chr20 are 'lifted over' to QTRG3 Chr20 coordinates.

Variants were annotated using SNPEFF^[@bib32]^ ([Supplementary Table SIX](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and potentially deleterious SNPs in coding genes were then grouped into three categories. Out of *n*=20,864,277 SNPs, a total of *n*=155,571 are potentially pathogenic protein coding SNPs (Category 3), including *n*=50,757 in genes linked to a phenotype (Category 2) and *n*=2,152 of these that are variants with known links to a phenotype (Category 1; [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). On the basis of ACMG recommendations,^[@bib10]^ only the *n*=1,020 (999+21) Category 1 at minor allele frequency below 5% (rare) are retained for further consideration ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The rare Category 1 variants were further filtered to exclude *n*=200 singletons (single alleles in the population), which are enriched for false positives ([Supplementary Figure S3](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The literature for the remaining variants was reviewed, and *n*=122 variants linked to a phenotype that can clearly be defined as a Mendelian (dominant, recessive, x-linked) disease are presented in [Supplementary Table SX](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. By using the liftover method, the QTRG3 coordinates for these pathogenic variants was ascertained ([Supplementary Table SX](#xob1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion
==========

This study presents a set of publicly available bioinformatics tools and resources for genome interpretation studies in Qatar and closely related MENA populations. More than 1,000 Qataris were sequenced to produce this resource, effectively sampling nearly 0.4% of the indigenous population of Qatar. Of the 26 million SNPs and indels observed in the autosomes, sex chromosomes and mitochondrial DNA, more than 9% were in fact the major allele in Qatar. Using the complete catalog of variants, a reference genome custom tailored to disease research in the Qatari population was constructed, named here the Qatari Genome (QTRG).

The value of utilizing the QTRG *vis-a-vis* the standard reference genome GRCh37 was demonstrated through improved read depth and variant sensitivity. Use of this reference in Qatar will lead to higher quality interpretation for both individual genomes and Mendelian disease studies. In order to facilitate Mendelian disease research using the QTRG, a catalog of known pathogenic mutations in Qatar was compiled, with genomic coordinates on both the GRCh37 and QTRG included.

Although prior studies have constructed reference genomes tailored to distinct ancestries,^[@bib8]^ this is the first such study that incorporates both SNPs and indels into the reference, and solves the crisis of genome interpretation that would ensue without liftover of genomic coordinates for known variants. Although in the near future, *de novo* assembly of personal genomes could become routine,^[@bib33]^ the reference genome is expected to remain useful for comparisons across a large sample of genomes, and for comparison with public databases. As expressed by the version information for QTRG (version 1, 2 and 3), future versions of the Qatari Genome are therefore planned for release, based on inclusion of major alleles for a broader spectrum of genetic variation (such as copy number variants, genome rearrangements and short tandem repeats), and ongoing sampling and sequencing of a larger representation both within Qatar and in the MENA region.

Data Access
===========

Sequence data mapped to GRCh37 in BAM format and variant calls in VCF format for 1376 Qatari, including 4 independent sequencing experiments for a single Qatari female are available for download from the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA accessions SRP060765, SRP061943 and SRP061463, accessible online at <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/study/?acc=SRP060765%2CSRP061943%2CSRP061463&go=go>). (SRA accession SRP061943). The Qatar Genome (QTRG) sequence, the database of annotated variants in Qatar, and bioinformatics tools for analysis of genomes using QTRG are available at our website (<http://geneticmedicine.weill.cornell.edu/genome>).
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![Differences in mapped read depth across reference genomes. In order to select the optimal reference for analysis of Qatari genomes and exomes, the mapped read depth was compared between GRCh37 and three alternative reference genomes based on MAAs observed in *n*=1005 Qatari. Illumina paired-end 100 bp reads for 37\* genome sequencing of a female Qatari were mapped using BWA to GRCh37, QTRG1, QTRG2 and QTRG3 reference genomes. The differences between the three Qatari references is that QTRG1 incorporates MAA SNPs, QTRG2 incorporates MAA indels, and QTRG3 incorporates both MAA SNPs and MAA indels. The depth of coverage was measured at (**a**) across the genome and (**b**) at MAA sites modified in the QTRG. MAAs, major alternate alleles; SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.](hgv201616-f1){#fig1}

###### Individual variant discovery in 1,005 unrelated Qatari^[@bib1]^

  *Statistic*                            *Genome (*n*=88)*   *51 Mb Exome (*n*=853)*   *38 Mb Exome (*n*=64)*                                                                               
  ------------------------------------- ------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------ ------- -------- -------- -------- ------- ------- -------- -------- ------- -------
  Variant sites                              4,045,064              3,893,076                 151,017            937      34     15,382   15,069    312      1     13,839   13,538    300      1
  Novel variant sites                         96,774                 77,366                    19,359            42       7       159      152       7       0       96       91       5       0
  Novel variant rate                           2.39%                  1.99%                    12.82%           4.48%   20.59%   1.03%    0.99%    2.24%   0.00%   0.69%    0.67%    1.67%   0.00%
  Alternate alleles                          5,510,301              5,311,794                 196,565           1,874     68     21,046   20,613    431      2     19,116   18,709    405      2
  Novel alternate alleles                     98,792                 78,916                    19,778            84       14      160      153       7       0       97       92       5       0
  Novel allele rate                            1.79%                  1.49%                    10.06%           4.48%   20.59%   0.76%    0.74%    1.62%   0.00%   0.50%    0.49%    1.23%   0.00%
  Heterozygous sites                         2,594,268              2,489,084                 105,184            ---     ---     9,759    9,564     195     ---    8,897    8,698     199     ---
  Novel heterozygous sites                    94,762                 75,772                    18,990            ---     ---      157      150       7      ---      94       89       5      ---
  Novel heterozygous rate                      3.65%                  3.04%                    18.05%            ---     ---     1.61%    1.57%    3.59%    ---    1.06%    1.02%    2.51%    ---
  Mean depth at variant site                    41                     41                        40              20      250       63       64      69      42       64       64      74      27
  Mean depth at novel variant site              41                     41                        39              20      250       59       60      60      47       63       63      76      ---
  Transition:transversion ratio                2.03                   2.03                      1.78            1.51    33.00     3.18     3.18    2.77     ---     3.25     3.26    2.67     ---
  Novel transition:transversion ratio          1.33                   1.35                      1.09            1.63     ---      0.77     0.77    0.75     ---     1.58     1.56    1.50     ---

Shown is a summary of the average number of variants observed per individual, identified in 917 unrelated Qatari exomes and 88 unrelated Qatari genomes. Variants were genotyped separately for autosomes, X in males, X in females, Y in males and mtDNA; 99.8% of X variants in males were also observed in females, hence summary statistics are based on female chromosomes. Shown is the average per individual of number of variant sites, number of variant alleles, the transition-to-transversion ratio (Ts:Tv) of variants and the % not in dbSNP (novel).

###### Variants in Qatar, stratified by allele frequency and potential for pathogenicity^[@bib1]^

  *Category*                                              *Major reference allele (MRA)*  *Major alternate allele (MAA)*                                                                         
  -------------------------------- ------------ -------- -------------------------------- -------------------------------- ----------- -------- ----------- -------- --------- -------- -------- --------
  All SNPs                          20,864,277  100.00              12,948,368            62.06                             5,938,490  28.46     1,693,649  8.12      195,466  0.94      88,303  0.42
  3--Potentially pathogenic          155,571    0.75                 124,947              0.60                               23,282    0.11        5,957    0.03        956    \<0.01     428    \<0.01
  2--In gene linked to phenotype      50,757    0.24                  40,894              0.20                                7,445    0.04        2,002    0.01        290    \<0.01     125    \<0.01
  1--Variant with known link          2,152     0.01                   999                \<0.01                               876     \<0.01       253     \<0.01      21     \<0.01      2     \<0.01

The major allele variants are modified in the QTRG genome, such that all reported variants are the minor allele. A total of 230,395 potentially deleterious SNPs in the 917 exomes and 88 genomes were computationally categorized with respect to allele frequency and databases of genes and variants with reported links to a phenotype. Variants were assigned to genes and their function was predicted with respect to ENSEMBL^[@bib34]^ gene models using SNPEFF,^[@bib32]^ and potentially deleterious coding SNPs (nonsynonymous, splice donor site, splice acceptor site, stop gain, start loss) variants were extracted for further analysis. A database that combines OMIM,^[@bib35]^ HGMD,^[@bib36]^ GWAS,^[@bib37]^ PharmGKB,^[@bib38]^ Human Phenotype Ontology^[@bib39]^ and ClinVar^[@bib40]^ was compiled, where these annotations were used to divide the potentially deleterious variants into three categories, variant and gene linked to a phenotype (Category 1), gene but not variant linked to a phenotype (Category 2) and neither variant nor gene linked to a phenotype (Category 3). The totals for each category are shown in the left-most columns, including number and percentage. These variants were then sub-classified into two major (major reference allele, major alternate allele) and five minor categories based on variant allele frequency in Qatar rare alternate allele (up to 5% variant allele frequency), common alternate allele (between 5 and 50% allele frequency), common reference allele (from 50 to 95% alternate allele frequency), rare reference allele (from 95 to 100% alternate allele frequency), unobserved reference allele (100% allele frequency). The major alternate alleles (MAA) are modified in the Qatar Genome (QTRG).

Abbreviation: SNP, single nucleotide polymorphism.
